In this review article, we highlight the impact of models incorporating flavour symmetries on charged lepton flavour violating (LFV) processes. Flavour symmetries provide a natural approach to explain the peculiar mass hierarchies and mixing patterns of the Standard Model fermions. New sources of LFV are generally present in new physics beyond the Standard Model, and flavour symmetries can make distinctive predictions for LFV observables. Their discovery can provide crucial information to distinguish flavour symmetries and new physics scenarios in general. Because of their high sensitivity, we will focus on searches for lowenergy LFV processes such as µ → eγ or µ − e conversion in nuclei but we will also highlight the potential impact of LFV processes at the LHC. If new physics occurs at a scale accessible by the LHC, the flavour operators they induce could potentially be probed in high detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
The flavour puzzle is one of the main unresolved problems of particle physics: So far we do not understand why there are three generations of fermions and we have no firm explanation for their peculiar structure of mass hierarchies and mixing properties. Experimentally, many of the properties are already well known, such as the strong hierarchy of quark masses, 
whereas the mixing between quarks is found to be weak, with the small Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing angles θ
The hierarchy of the charged lepton masses is similar to the hierarchy of the down-type quarks, and the neutrino mass differences derived in oscillation experiments [1] [2] [3] as well as limits on the absolute neutrino mass scale from neutrinoless double beta decay, Tritium decay and cosmological observations suggest a much more shallow hierarchy for the neutrinos, 
i.e. even in the extreme case of a massless lightest neutrino, the hierarchy of the other two neutrinos would be only m ν 3 : m ν 2 ∼ λ. The leptonic mixing, also derived from neutrino oscillations, exhibits a pattern that is substantially different from that which characterises quarks [4] ,
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Radiative decays ℓ i → ℓ j γ in the SM with massive light neutrinos (from [5] ).
One of the main goals of physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) is to solve this flavour puzzle. Given the success of gauge symmetries to describe the structure of particle interactions, it is natural to try to explain the fermion mass and mixing structure in terms of a symmetry in the space of the fermion generations, i.e. a flavour symmetry. The appearance of three fermion generations can be understood as a U (3) 5 symmetry in the flavour space of the 5 fermion species Q i , u An explanation of the observed patterns can made in different directions. In Grand Unified Theories (GUTs), the different SM fermion families are unified, and their Yukawa interactions are no longer independent from each other. For example in SO (10) , one generation of fermions, including the right-handed neutrino, unify in one representation. This reduces the maximal flavour symmetry to U(3). On the other hand, flavour symmetries try to explain the pattern of Yukawa interactions in terms of a spontaneous or explicit breaking of U (3) 5 . There are many options to implement such a breaking, for example depending on whether the symmetry under consideration is continuous or discrete, Abelian or non-Abelian, and whether it is broken at low energy scale accessible in experiments or at a high energy scale. The latter is usually preferred to avoid unwanted phenomenological implications of new particles and operators, such as additional contributions to flavour changing neutral currents (FCNCs).
Despite the wealth of experimental data on the structure and couplings of the fermion sector, more information is required to unravel the degeneracies in the predictions of the various models. A highly important field of phenomenology in this regard are charged lepton flavour violating (LFV) processes, as they provide crucial information on the flavour structure of the leptonic sector in many theories of BSM physics. The discovery of neutrino oscillations [1] [2] [3] shows that neutrinos are massive [6] and that lepton flavour is violated in neutrino propagation. It is natural to expect that the violation of this conservation law should show up in other contexts, such as rare lepton flavour violating (LFV) decays of muons and taus, e.g. µ − → e − γ and possibly also at the high energies accessible at the LHC. Unfortunately, in the SM with light left-handed neutrinos, LFV is naturally suppressed via the GIM mechanism due to the small neutrino masses. For example, the LFV process µ → eγ proceeds via the diagram in Fig. 1 , and its branching ratio is given by (U is leptonic PMNS mixing matrix)
far below the experimental sensitivity in the foreseeable future. Analogous results hold for all other LFV processes. On the other hand, this means that the observation of charged lepton flavour violation would be a clear signal of new physics. In general, physics beyond the Standard Model contains new sources of flavour violation, typically induced by breaking lepton flavour at a high scale. For example, the massive neutrinos in the supersymmetric Seesaw mechanism affect the renormalization group equations of the slepton masses and the trilinear couplings, and give rise to non-diagonal matrix elements inducing LFV. The non-observation of associated LFV processes already provides strong bounds on BSM physics. In the context of flavour symmetries, different symmetries and breaking patterns can be distinguished by the relative strength of LFV processes they predict, such as Br(µ → eγ) : Br(τ → eγ) : Br(τ → µγ). In addition, there is also an interplay with the general BSM framework into which a flavour symmetry is embedded, such as supersymmetry, which determines the mass scale that induces new physics effects.
In this review article, we will highlight the impact of lepton flavour violating processes on models incorporating flavour symmetries. Because of their high sensitivity, searches for lowenergy LFV processes such as µ → eγ or µ − e conversion in nuclei will be a strong focus here, but we will also highlight the potential impact of LFV processes at the LHC. If new physics occurs at a scale accessible at the LHC, as is generally expected in order to understand electroweak symmetry breaking, the flavour operators they induce could potentially be probed in high detail.
The article is organised as follows. In Section II, we provide a basic introduction to flavour symmetries as far as required for the article. A more thorough discussion of the theoretical foundations of flavour symmetries can be found elsewhere in this special issue. Section III gives an overview of the experimental status of LFV searches as well as their future prospects, and in Section IV we discuss i) a model-independent approach to analyse the impact of flavour symmetries on the strength of LFV operators, as well as ii) several specific new physics models. The list of models and symmetries discussed here is by far not exhaustive, but is intended to highlight the interplay between the choice of flavour symmetry, the embedding BSM framework and the experimental LFV observables. We conclude this article with a summary and an outlook in Section V.
II. FLAVOUR SYMMETRIES
As discussed above, the Standard Model without Yukawa couplings is invariant under U(3) 5 , with each term U(3) operating on the 3-dimensional generational space of one of the 5 fermion families. Models with flavour symmetries describe the generation of an appropriate texture of Yukawa interactions arising from the spontaneous or explicit breaking of a subgroup of U (3) 5 . In addition, the broken symmetry can be either local or global, and may commute with the gauge symmetry or not. In any case one has to be careful to avoid unwanted effects from new particles or couplings associated with the breaking of the flavour symmetry, such as additional gauge interactions or pseudo-Goldstone bosons. In discrete symmetries this can be avoided, but the breaking of such symmetries generally leads to the creation of domain walls. To avoid such dangerous effects it is assumed in most flavour symmetry models that the breaking occurs via a vacuum expectation value (VEV) of one or more SM gauge singlets (flavons) at a high energy scale such as the GUT scale. The breaking may also occur at a scale close to the electroweak scale, with additional SU(2) Higgs doublets present (see e.g. [7] ). Such models can generate flavour changing neutral currents at the tree level, and they have to be carefully designed to prevent large LFV rates by flavour alignment or an appropriate choice of the flavour symmetry [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In the generally assumed picture of a flavour symmetry breaking at a high scale, one or more flavons charged under this symmetry acquire a VEV. This is mediated to the SM fields via a messenger sector at a scale M F somewhat higher than the flavour symmetry breaking scale. The details of the breaking of the flavour symmetry and messenger sector are often not specified, but taken into account using an effective operator approach by integrating out the messenger fields below M F . The generated Yukawa interactions are then described as expansions of non-renormalizable operators between the flavons and the fields participating in Yukawa interactions.
There is a huge variety of possible groups and breaking patterns that can be used to describe a flavour symmetry. In the following we will briefly highlight two examples of continuous and discrete groups to establish the basic idea of flavour symmetries. A more in-depth introduction to the theoretical framework can be found elsewhere in this special issue.
A. Froggatt-Nielsen Mechanism
The most famous example for a continuous flavour symmetry is the model of FroggattNielsen [12] , where the SM fermion generations are assigned different charges under a flavour group U(1) F . The SM fields couple via a heavy mediator to a flavon field θ with flavour charge −1. When the flavon field acquires a vacuum expectation value (VEV) v F , which is assumed to be smaller than the mass of mediator M F , Yukawa interactions such as Y 
where the entries are implicitly assumed to contain coefficients c e ij = O(1). Analogously, the structure of the quark Yukawa couplings and the neutrino mass matrix (via the effective operator
c /M B−L ) can be modeled, through an appropriate choice of flavour charges. Fitting the observed fermion mass hierarchy suggests the order of the Cabibbo angle for ǫ ≈ λ ≈ 0.2.
A large number of modifications and adaptations of this idea are possible, by using non-Abelian continuous symmetries such as U(2) [13] [14] [15] , SO(3) [16] or SU(3) [17, 18] , with sophisticated breaking patterns and the inclusions of additional symmetries like U(1) or Z n to forbid certain couplings in order to explain or predict (in the case of neutrinos) the fermion mass hierarchies and mixing properties.
B. The group A 4
One of the most popular discrete groups used to construct a flavour symmetry is A 4 . The importance of this group for flavour model building stems from the fact that it predicts the quark mass matrices to transform identically, but at the same time containing a large mis-alignment between the charged lepton and neutrino sectors. To lowest order, this would explain the lack of mixing in the quark sector and the large mixing of tri-bimaximal form [19, 20] in the lepton sector. A 4 is the symmetry group of a regular tetrahedron, or equivalently, the group of even permutations of 4 objects. The group therefore has 4!/2 = 12 elements and contains three one-dimensional (1, 1 ′ , 1 ′′ ) and one three-dimensional (3) irreducible unitary representations. The group is generated by two operations S and T , which can be represented by the permutations S : (1234) → (4321) and T : (1234) → (2314). These generators therefore satisfy
The three singlets can then be generated by assigning
whereas a triplet can be generated from
In the A 4 flavour model introduced in [21] , the left-handed lepton doublets L i collectively transform as an A 4 triplet whereas the three right-handed gauge singlet leptons e c , µ c and τ c are assigned to the three inequivalent 
As a result, the mass matrix m l of charged leptons is diagonal,
with the suppression λ = θ FN /M F ≈ 0.2 and Froggatt-Nielsen coupling constants c e,µ,τ = O(1) as before. Furthermore, the neutrino mass matrix m ν generated by the Weinberg operator
given by (the product of two A 4 triplets transforms as
with
). The matrix (14) leads to tri-bimaximal mixing, which is in stark contrast to the mixing of quarks generated in this model. This is because v S and v T break A 4 into two different subgroups each preserved in either the charged lepton and neutrino sector, whereas the breaking can be constructed such that the up and down quark sectors preserve the same subgroup, thus aligning the mass matrices. Of course, strict tri-bimaximal lepton mixing is excluded as it predicts a zero value for the oscillation angle θ 13 , whereas recent experimental results indicate sin 2 2θ 13 ≈ 0.1, significantly different from zero [22, 23] . In general, a deviation from tri-bimaximal form is expected when taking into account the higher-dimensional operators, although one has to be careful not to disturb the predictions for solar and atmospheric angles too much. Examples of A 4 models with large θ 13 can be found in [24, 25] .
The above procedure can be applied to a large number of different flavour symmetries, such as the permutation group S 3 , and their breaking patterns. Further examples and applications of continuous and discrete symmetries can be found in [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] (General aspects), [12, 14, 15, 17, 18, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] (Continuous symmetries), [10, 21, (Discrete symmetries).
III. CHARGED LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION
Charged lepton flavour violation has been searched for in a large variety of processes such as µ → eγ, τ → e(µ)γ, µ → eee or µ − e conversion in nuclei. The impressive past and continuing progress of these searches, spanning over 60 years of experimental activity, is displayed in Figure 2 . So far, no evidence for charged lepton flavour violation has been found. This puts stringent constraints on BSM models which generally contain new sources of LFV, and any successful BSM model must be able to explain how these contributions are suppressed or forbidden. In the following, we will give a brief account of the most stringent current limits and the prospects for future searches. For further information, the reader is referred to the recent overviews of charged lepton flavour physics found in [5, 85, 86] .
A. Lepton Flavour Violating µ Decays
The MEG experiment [87] at PSI (Switzerland) currently provides the most stringent limit on the process µ + → e + γ. In this experiment, positive muons with an energy of 29 MeV produced by the πE5 beam line hit a stopping target at a rate of 3 · 10 7 Hz. The MEG detector consists of a positron spectrometer, a positron time-of-flight counter and a scintillation detector, thereby measuring the incidence, decay angles and energies of the photon and the positron. The µ + → e + γ signal consists of back-to-back and mono-energetic (E = m µ /2) pairs of positrons and photons, whereas the background is mainly generated by the accidental coincidence of a positron from the standard decay µ + → e + νν with a photon from either a µ + → e + γνν decay, bremsstrahlung or positron annihilation. This accidental background increases quadratically with the intensity of the muon beam, which limits this experimental technique in future searches.
Using the data obtained in 2009, a small excess of events in the signal region was reported by the MEG collaboration, which was not reproduced by the 2010 data. Using both data sets, MEG reports a 90% CL upper limit of [88] Br(µ
In a large number of new physics models, this experimental result provides the most stringent constraint on lepton flavour couplings. The current bound (15) is statistically limited and the MEG experiment is collecting data in 2011 and 2012 to achieve the design sensitivity
Similar to µ → eγ, the detection of the decay µ → 3e suffers from accidental background from the normal muon decay, but it has the advantage of having only charged particles in the final state and does not require a electromagnetic calorimeter with a more limited performance. The present best limit was reported by the SINDRUM I collaboration in 1987 [89] :
Although, this is numerically lower than the current limit on µ → eγ, Eq. 15, the latter does provide a more stringent constraint on a large number of new physics models where the LFV contribution from the effective µeγ vertex dominates, as in this case µ → 3e is suppressed by ≈ 10 −2 due to an additional photon vertex. On the other hand, µ → 3e can also receive contributions from the direct contact interaction µeee. In BSM models where this LFV operator is dominant, such as in R-parity violating SUSY or in Left-Right symmetry with a light doubly charged Higgs, the experimental limit (17) is more constraining.
In the future, the MuSIC and µ3e projects could reach a sensitivity of [90] Br(µ
B. µ − e Conversion in Nuclei
In the presence of LFV operators coupling an electron and muon with a nucleon (such as the electromagnetic coupling of the effective µeγ dipole vertex with a nucleon, see Fig. 3 (a) ), a muon can be captured by a nucleus and undergo a neutrinoless conversion within the nucleus. This process is called µ − e conversion in a nucleus and to search for it, slow negative muons are guided towards a target where they are captured by an atom and cascade down to 1s orbitals. Controlled by the overlap of the muon wave function with the nucleus, the muon can then convert to an electron, recoiling with the nucleus. Experimentally, the signal simply consists of a single electron with a fixed energy of m µ , with a small, nucleus-dependent deviation from the muon mass due to the muonic atom binding energy and nucleus recoil. Because of the low background of electrons at this energy and because there are no accidentals for such a single particle signal, very high muon rates can be used, giving this technique a potentially high sensitivity.
The relevant observable measured in the experiment is the ratio of the rate of conversion with the rate of all capturing processes in an atom
Because of the additional electromagnetic coupling of the chirality flipping dipole LFV vertex with the nucleus (Fig. 3 (a) ), such a long-range contribution to µ − e conversion is suppressed by about two orders of magnitude as compared to µ → eγ (the suppression factor depends on the target nucleus; for Ti, Pb and Al it is given by 1/238, 1/342, 1/389, respectively [92] [93] [94] ). In order to achieve the same sensitivity on new physics couplings and scales, µ − e conversion experiments must therefore be able to probe smaller conversion rates R µe (
On the other hand, µ−e conversion receives contributions from effective contact interactions coupling µeqq (Fig. 3 (b) ), e.g. arising from box diagrams with heavy particles in the loop (see Fig. 9 in Left-Right symmetric models). Such operators do not contribute to µ → eγ [95] , and they enhance the µ − e conversion rate with respect to µ → eγ. The ratio Br(µ → eγ)/R µe ( A Z N) as well as the ratio of µ − e conversion rates in different nuclei is therefore model-independent and, if these processes are discovered, can be used to distinguish between new physics mechanisms [95, 96] .
The current best limit on µ − e conversion is given by [97] R µe (Au) < 7 × 10 −13 ,
achieved in 2006 by the SINDRUM-II collaboration at PSI using gold. In the future, the proposed experiments Mu2e (FNAL) [98] and COMET (J-PARC) [99] both aim to reach a sensitivity of by the end of the decade. This exceeds the equivalent sensitivity of the expected MEG reach of Br(µ + → e + γ) ≈ 10 −13 for dipole contribution dominated new physics scenarios, and would make these experiments the most sensitive probes of lepton flavour violation. In the longer term, these projects could be upgraded to improve the sensitivity even further by two orders of magnitude, utilising the Project-X proton accelerator at FNAL [100] or the PRISM/PRIME project [101] , respectively.
C. Lepton Flavour Violating τ Decays
Searching for flavour violating transitions τ → e and τ → µ is experimentally much more difficult due to the lower fluxes in τ production which are available so far. This experimental fact is especially problematic for the power of theoretical frameworks which aim to predict the relative strengths of these transitions, such as for flavour symmetries as discussed in this contribution.
The current best limits on flavour violating τ decays are obtained by the B-factories BABAR and Belle, which in total searched for 48 different LFV final states [102] , see Fig. 4 . Generally most relevant for phenomenology are the decays to ℓγ with the 90% C.L. limits (charge averaged) [103] 
and the decays to three-lepton final states ranging between [104] Br(τ
depending on the composition of the final state (cf. Fig. 4 ). In the future, the Super B-factory projects SuperB [105] and Belle II [106] could achieve sensitivities on LFV τ decays of the order [107] 
Taus are also copiously produced at the LHC, and searches for the decay τ → µµµ could be competitive to current limits [108] . At LHCb, taus are dominantly produced in the decays of B and D mesons. Using data collected in 2011 with √ s = 7 TeV and the luminosity L = 1.0 fb −1 , the LHCb collaboration has reported an upper limit Br(τ [109, 110] . This is already starting to be competitive with the sensitiviy achieved at the B-factories.
D. Lepton Flavour Violating Collider Processes
As noted above, lepton flavour violating τ decays can be searched for at the LHC, although it is not expected that the sensitivity would improve compared to dedicated experiments at the luminosity frontier, such as B-factories. On the other hand, LFV signatures at the LHC can arise in the production and decay of new heavy particles in BSM models. As the decay products of such heavy particle are generally highly energetic, the reconstruction of τ 's produced in such a way, although challenging in its own right, is simplified. The experimental acceptance of LFV signatures τ ℓ + X (ℓ = e, µ), can then be ≈ 25% [108, 111] . Effectively, the sensitivity to τ ℓ + X LFV signatures would only be reduced by a factor of ≈ 4 compared to µe + X. This is a much more favourable ratio than for low-energy observables, Br(τ → ℓγ) : Br(µ → eγ) 10 3 . In general, searches for LFV signatures at the LHC can be competitive to low-energy experiments as long as the mediating new physics particles can be produced, although this is highly model-and parameter-dependent. Examples fo such scenarios will be discussed in more detail below.
IV. NEW PHYSICS MODELS

A. Effective Operator Approach
Before discussing specific realisations of BSM theories, we will briefly introduce a highly useful approach to understand and categorise new physics effects on low-energy observations. In an effective low-energy description, such effects are parametrised by expanding the SM Lagrangian with higher-dimensional operators. If new physics enters at a scale M NP , an effective Lagrangian can be be written as as an expansion in inverse powers of M NP ,
where L SM is the renormalisable SM Lagrangian, and the terms L d contain all possible nonrenormalizable effective operators,
n are coefficients which can be calculated within a specific new physics model at M NP generating the respective operator by integrating out the heavy particles. The effective operators must be invariant under the SM gauge group SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), and are written as combinations of SM fields. In the following, we will concentrate on dimension 5 and 6 operators contributing to LFV processes. Higher dimensional operators of dimension 7 and above can provide interesting effects such as neutrino transition moments and Higgs-induced LFV [95] . Although suppressed by additional powers of M NP these operators can be relevant if new physics enters close to scales accessible at the LHC.
At dimension 5, the only operator allowed (modulo flavour indices) is the famous Weinberg operator,
generating light Majorana neutrino masses after electroweak symmetry breaking, m ν ij = κ ν ij H 0 . As indicated in the introduction, this operator does not induce sizable LFV due to the extreme lightness of the observed neutrino masses.
At dimension 6, the operators relevant for LFV processes can be categorized and schematically written as 1. Two-Lepton -Higgs -Photon operator:
After the Higgs field acquires its VEV, these operators give rise to chirality flipping dipole moments of the charged leptons (transitional moments if i = j). Specifically, the flavour diagonal component eγ O
6
ii at zero-momentum transfer yields anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of lepton i, proportional to the real and imaginary part of the corresponding expansion coefficient eγ C 6 ij /M 2 N P , respectively. The flavour off-diagonal components at zero-momentum transfer eγ O 6 ij,ji give rise to the LFV decay l i → l j γ.
Four-Lepton operators of the form
Most relevant to our discussion, the flavour violating components of these operators give rise to LFV decays such as µ → 3e, τ → 3µ, etc. depending on the flavour combination ijkl.
3. Two-Lepton -Two-Quark operators of the form
These operators can give contributions to a host of different processes, such as µ − e conversion in nuclei, LFV meson decays and corrections to quark flavor observables.
As indicated above, these operators contribute to a range of low-energy physics processes, and the corresponding effective coupling coefficients C 6 n /M 2 N P are constrained by experimental data, in many cases stringently. For example, the branching ratio Br(l i → l j γ) can be expressed in terms of the coefficients C ij of the dipole operators
and the current limits on the LFV decays l i → l j γ correspond to
The effective couplings are therefore severely constrained if new physics responsible for mediating these processes would be present close to the TeV scale, which would hint at a suppression mechanism such as a flavour symmetry. Vice versa, if we assume coefficients of order one, the scale of new physics has to be many orders of magnitude above the electroweak scale, M NP 10 4 TeV. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the other operators and the corresponding observables. An exhaustive list is provided in [95] and the recent analysis [113] . Although the effective operator approach is highly general in describing new physics effects at low-energies, one has to be careful in interpreting the limits with respect to specific models [95] : (i) Usually, the limit on a coefficient is calculated assuming the dominance of only one operator, but new physics generally results in many effective operators which can interfere and cancel. (ii) As mentioned before, contributions from higher-dimensional operators might be neglected which could be sizeable if there is new physics around the TeV scale. (iii) There may be more than one new physics scale generating different operators. For example, in Seesaw scenarios where the Weinberg operator (27) is generated through the breaking of lepton number close to GUT scale M LNV 10 15 GeV, while LFV effects are generated at a much lower scale M LFV 1 TeV (such as the SUSY mass scale), the effective Lagrangian (26) should be expanded as [86] 
Applying the effective operator approach to flavour symmetries, we consider the scenario [112] where a new physics model is invariant under a flavour symmetry above the scale M F . When breaking the flavour symmetry through the VEV(s) v i of flavon(s), effective LFV operators are generated with coefficients C 6 n that depend on the small parameters ǫ i = v i /M F . By establishing the dependence of the operator coefficients on these breaking parameters, it is possible to predict the relative strength of operators with different flavour transitions. This technique can be used to distinguish between different flavour symmetries without explicitly fixing the new physics model. We will highlight the use of this method for two examples presented in [112, 114] .
In the model with flavour symmetry A 4 × Z 3 × U(1) FN of Section II B, the coefficients C ij of the dipole operators eγ O 6 ij are given by [115, 116] 
with the U(1) FN breaking parameter λ = θ FN /M F , the A 4 breaking parameter ǫ = ϕ T /M F and every entry is assumed to contain coefficients c ij = O(1). To lowest order, in the small parameters λ and ǫ, the branching ratio (31) always scales as ǫ 2 /M 4 NP . The three LFV decay rates are therefore predicted to be of the same order in this model:
In a model with flavour symmetry S 4 × Z 3 × U(1) FN , the dipole operator coefficient matrix is given by [112] (up to factors of O(1)) 
B. SUSY Seesaw
One of the most popular BSM frameworks to study LFV is the supersymmetric seesaw mechanism. The most elegant explanation for small neutrino masses is provided by the see-saw mechanism [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] , in which a large Majorana mass scale M R of right-handed neutrinos drives the light neutrino masses down to or below the sub-eV scale, as required by the experimental evidence. A priori, the fundamental scale M R can be of the order of the GUT scale, and may thus be unaccessible for any kind of direct experimental tests. However, neutrino mixing implies lepton flavour violation (LFV), which is absent in the Standard Model and provides indirect probes of M R . While lepton flavour violating processes are suppressed due to the small neutrino masses if only right-handed neutrinos are added to the Standard Model, in supersymmetric models new sources of LFV exist. For example, virtual effects of the massive neutrinos affect the renormalization group equations (RGE) of the slepton mass and the trilinear coupling matrices, and give rise to non-diagonal terms inducing LFV. One finds that flavour violation in the neutrino Yukawa couplings is indeed transmitted to charged leptons through charged slepton and sneutrino loops, giving a sizeable enhancement to LFV process rates [124] [125] [126] . LFV processes in the context of supersymmetric seesaw models have been considered in several previous studies (see e.g. [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] and references therein). In [128] it has been pointed out that the corresponding branching ratios and cross-sections exhibit a quadratic dependence on the right-handed Majorana neutrino mass scale M R .
If three right-handed neutrino singlet fields ν R are added to the particle content of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), one gets the following additional terms in the superpotential:
Here, Y ν is the matrix of neutrino Yukawa couplings, M is the right-handed neutrino Majorana mass matrix, and L and H u denote the left-handed lepton and hypercharge +1/2 Higgs doublets, respectively. At energies much below the mass scale of the right-handed neutrinos, W ν leads to the mass matrix . The dominantly right-handed neutrino mass eigenstates are too heavy to be observed directly. However, they give rise to virtual corrections to the slepton mass matrices that can be responsible for observable lepton-flavour violating effects. In particular, the soft SUSY mass term m 2 L of the left-handed slepton doublet and the trilinear charged slepton couplings A are affected by the presence of neutrino Yukawa couplings above the seesaw scale. Renormalising the slepton mass terms from the GUT scale M GUT to the electroweak scale one obtains with mSUGRA boundary
where m 0 is the common soft SUSY-breaking scalar mass and A 0 the common trilinear coupling. The terms (δm 2 L ) MSSM and δA MSSM are flavour-diagonal corrections already present in the MSSM. In addition, the evolution generates off-diagonal terms in δm 2 L and δA 2 which in leading-log approximation are given by
where M i , i = 1, 2, 3 are the eigenvalues of the Majorana mass matrix M. The product of the neutrino Yukawa couplings Y † ν LY ν entering these corrections can be written in terms of the light neutrino masses m ν i and mixing matrix U as
where R is an unknown complex orthogonal matrix [129] . For real R and degenerate right-handed Majorana masses, R as well as the light neutrino Majorana phases drop out from the product Y † ν LY ν . In this scenario, the Yukawa term is given by [131] 
This result can also be understood as the presence of a flavour symmetry, namely the assumption of minimal flavour violation (MFV) [134] [135] [136] . In this framework, the flavour coefficients of the slepton mass matrix can be expressed in terms of the charged lepton Yukawa couplings and the neutrino mass matrix by requiring that the sources of LFV in new physics (in this case, the charged slepton and sneutrino mass matrices) are invariant under the minimal flavour symmetry U(3) e c × U(3) L . This symmetry is only to be broken by the charged lepton Yukawa couplings and the couplings of the Weinberg operator generating the light neutrino masses. For more details on this analogy, see [95, 137] and references therein. versus Br(µ → eγ) in mSUGRA scenario SPS1a with neutrino parameters scattered within their experimentally allowed ranges (from [95] ). For quasi-degenerate heavy neutrino masses, both hierarchical (triangles) and quasi-degenerate (diamonds) light neutrino masses are considered with real R and 10 11 GeV < M R < 10 14.5 GeV. In the case of hierarchical heavy and light neutrino masses (stars), the parameters of the matrix R are scattered over their full ranges demanded by leptogenesis and perturbativity [140] .
At low energies, the flavour off-diagonal correction (41) induces the radiative decays l i → l j γ, via the photon penguin diagrams shown in Fig. 5 , with charginos/sneutrinos or neutralinos/charged sleptons in the loop 3 . Under the assumptions leading to (43) , one always has Br(µ → eγ) < Br(τ → µγ). The possibility of cancellations of contributions in (43) to Br(µ → eγ) for small values of θ 13 is disfavoured in light of the recent evidence for sin 2 2θ 13 ≈ 0.1 [22, 23] . In Figure 6 , the correlation between Br(τ → µγ) and Br(µ → eγ) is displayed for a specific minimal supergravity inspired MSSM (mSUGRA) scenario with three different choices for the light and heavy neutrino mass spectra as well as the matrix R. In all cases, Br(µ → eγ) is a much more sensitive probe, and an observation of Br(τ → µγ) in the foreseeable future is ruled out in this framework. The updated current limit on Br(µ → eγ) < 2.4 × 10 −12 only strengthens this observation. Similar results hold for the decay τ → eγ which is also severely constrained by the non-observation of µ → eγ. This is also the case in many SUSY seesaw models with specific flavour symmetries. As demonstrated in Section IV A for the case of two example flavour groups A 4 × Z 3 × U(1) FN and S 4 × Z 3 × U(1) FN , Br(µ → eγ) is equal to or larger than the other LFV decays. Examples of analyses of these and similar flavour symmetries (also taking into account higher order corrections) in the SUSY seesaw framework, which support this general observation, can be found in [115, 116, 141, 142] . Nevertheless, in specific choices of flavour symmetries, the rate of µ → eγ can vary wildly for a given SUSY parameter point. For example, in a supersymmetric A 4 flavour model analyzed in [143] , large τ − µ LFV rates are predicted with Br(τ → µγ) > 10 −9 for Br(µ → eγ) < 10 −11 . If the absolute SUSY scale is known, such as by discovery at the LHC, this could be used to distinguish between flavour symmetries. This was for example demonstrated in [144] in a scan over Froggatt-Nielsen inspired flavour textures with A 0 = 0 GeV, tan β = 10 GeV, signµ = +) for the case of hier. ν R/L (blue stars), deg. ν R /hier. ν L (red boxes) and deg. ν R/L (green triangles) (from [95] ). The neutrino parameters are scattered within their experimentally allowed ranges [6] . For degenerate heavy neutrino masses, both hierarchical (green diamonds) and degenerate (blue stars) light neutrino masses are considered with real R and 10 11 GeV < M R < 10 14.5 GeV. In the case of hierarchical heavy and light neutrino masses (red triangles), the parameters of the R matrix are scattered in the ranges allowed by leptogenesis and perturbativity [140] .
tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing. At the LHC, a feasible test of LFV is provided by production of squarks and gluinos, followed by cascade decays via neutralinos and sleptons. LFV can occur in the decay of the second lightest neutralino and the slepton, resulting in different lepton flavours. The total cross section for the signature l
where X can involve jets, leptons and LSPs produced by lepton flavour conserving decays of squarks and gluinos, as well as low energy proton remnants. As a sensitivity comparison it is useful to correlate the expected LFV event rates at the LHC with LFV rare decays. This is shown in Fig. 7 for the event rates N(χ
1 ). Both are correlated with Br(µ → eγ), yielding maximum rates of around 10 2−3 events for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 in the mSUGRA scenario C' [145] . The correlation is approximately independent of the neutrino parameters, but highly dependent on the mSUGRA parameters. As can be seen in Fig. 7 (right) , sizeable rates of the decayχ
1 are possible. In principle, this would make it feasible to test τ − µ and τ − e flavour violation in the presence of the constraint on Br(µ → eγ) in flavour symmetries, although it is necessary to update such analyses in light of new neutrino data, the updated limit on Br(µ → eγ) and most importantly the recent LHC results. Analyses of LFV in generalized SUSY frameworks can be found in [146, 147] . In [147] it was concluded that the observation of the decayχ
will likely require a departure from strict mSUGRA boundary conditions and new sources of LFV such as given in SU(5) SUSY GUT models. normal (blue) and inverted (red) light neutrino mass spectrum (modified from [155] ). The horizontal solid (dashed) line denotes the current (expected future) limit on Br(µ → eγ). The vertical bar denotes the experimental 1σ range of sin 2 θ 13 [22] .
C. Low Scale Seesaw
Without supersymmetry, lepton flavour violation can be enhanced by lowering the mass scale M R of the right-handed neutrinos while keeping the neutrino Yukawa couplings Y ν reasonably large. In order to accommodate the observed mass scale of the light neutrinos m ν = Y νT M R Y ν , this either requires a fine-tuning between the structure of the Yukawa couplings and the Majorana mass terms, or a symmetry that conserves lepton number at M R and which is only broken by a small perturbation [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] associated with a low scale of lepton number violation m B-L . On general grounds, this leads to either decoupled or quasi-Dirac heavy neutrinos with mass splittings of the order m B-L /M R [154] . In [155] , such a scenario is realised by adopting the lepton flavour symmetry U(1) Le+Lµ × U(1) Lτ , which is broken by small parameters ǫ e,µ,τ and κ 1,2 ,
In this model, the U(1) Le+Lµ ×U(1) Lτ invariant Yukawa couplings can be as large as 10 −2 , whereas the breaking parameters ǫ i , κ i are responsible for generating masses for two of the light neutrinos. This model was motivated to incorporate the resonant leptogenesis mechanism as an explanation of the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe [152, 153] , where the lepton asymmetry in the decays of the heavy neutrinos is resonantly enhanced if the mass difference of the heavy neutrinos is of the order of their decay widths. This can be accommodated with the ansatz (45) by radiatively inducing the small splitting of the heavy neutrinos with universal boundary conditions at the GUT scale [155] , where the mass scale of the heavy neutrinos can be as low as 100 GeV.
The dominant Yukawa parameters a, b 10 −2 induce potentially large µ − e flavour violation with
whereas Br(τ → eγ) and Br(τ → µγ) are small as they are suppressed by factors of κ i . Taking into account all constraints from light neutrino data and the baryon asymmetry, the model is highly predictive and a, b are not independent but can be expressed in terms of the light neutrino parameters. Fig. 8 shows the resultant correlation of Br(µ → eγ) with the light neutrino angle θ 13 in two example scenarios with normal and inverted light neutrino mass hierarchies. The LFV rate is testable for large values of sin 2 θ 13 . The applied lepton flavour symmetry is a crucial ingredient for this enhancement as it allows large Yukawa couplings in addition to approximately protecting the τ lepton number for successful leptogenesis.
A similar enhancement of lepton flavour violating processes in the presence of a low scale of lepton number violation to lower the mass of heavy neutrinos has been demonstrated in [91, 156] for the so called inverse seesaw mechanism [149] .
D. Left-Right Symmetry
In our final example, we will focus on the measurability of LFV couplings at the LHC in the minimal Left-Right symmetric model (LRSM). The following results are based on the analysis [157] . The Left-Right symmetrical model which extends the Standard Model gauge symmetry [158] [159] [160] [161] . Here, right-handed neutrinos are necessary to realise the extended gauge symmetry and come as part of an SU(2) R doublet, coupling to the heavy gauge bosons. As a result, heavy neutrinos can be produced with gauge coupling strength, with promising discovery prospects.
In the LRSM, a generation of leptons is assigned to the multiplet
The Higgs sector contains a bidoublet φ and two triplets ∆ L and ∆ R . The VEV v R of ∆ R breaks SU(2) R ⊗ U(1) B−L to U(1) Y and gives masses to a right-handed W R boson, a right-handed Z R boson and the heavy right-handed neutrinos. Since right-handed currents and particles have not been observed, v R should be sufficiently large. The VEVs of the neutral component of the bidoublet break the SM symmetry and are therefore of the order of the electroweak scale.
The LRSM can accommodate a general 6 × 6 neutrino mass matrix in the basis (ν L , ν the form
with Majorana and Dirac mass entries of the order GeV, an admixture of light and heavy neutrinos can be neglected. Fig. 9 shows the diagrams contributing to the LFV processes µ → eγ, µ → 3e and µ → e conversion in nuclei, mediated by heavy neutrinos and doubly charged triplet Higgs bosons δ −− L,R . In general, branching ratios and conversion rates of these processes depend on many parameters, but under the assumption of similar mass scales between the heavy particles in the LRSM,
one can make simple approximations. Such a spectrum is naturally expected, as all masses are generated in the breaking of the right-handed symmetry. In this approximation, the branching ratio of µ → eγ is for example given by [162] Br(µ → eγ) ≈ 1.
driven by the 3 × 3 flavour mixing matrix V of the right-handed neutrinos with the masses M N i , i = 1, 2, 3. The lepton flavour violating processes have the following properties in the chosen scenario: (i) Both Br(µ → eγ) and the µ − e conversion rate in nuclei R µe are proportional to the LFV factor |g eµ | 2 . In addition, the ratio is R µe /Br(µ → eγ) = O(1), independent of the righthanded neutrino mixing matrix V and largely independent of the heavy particle spectrum. This is in stark contrast to models where the symmetry breaking occurs far above the electroweak scale, such as in supersymmetric seesaw models, where the photon penguin contribution dominates. (ii) Unless there are cancellations, one has Br(µ → eee)/R µe = O(300)
In [157] , the LHC discovery potential of flavour violating dilepton signals pp → W R → e ± µ ±,∓ + 2 jets via a heavy right-handed neutrino was assessed (cf. Fig. 10 ), with opposite sign (lepton number conserving) and same sign (lepton number violating) leptons in the final state. In the case of hierarchical right-handed neutrinos it is sufficient to consider one right-handed neutrino in the intermediate state. That is, either one right-handed neutrino is light enough to be produced,
the mass difference between the right-handed neutrinos is sufficiently large such that the neutrino resonances can be individually reconstructed. Figure 11 shows the minimal coupling |V N e | coupling of the heavy right-handed neutrino with an electron that can be observed at 5σ. Here, a unitary mixing in the e − µ sector is assumed, |V N e | 2 + |V N µ | 2 = 1. Taking into account the direct exclusion limits from W R and N R LHC searches, flavour violating right-handed neutrino-lepton couplings down to |V N e(µ) | ≈ 10 −1 can potentially be probed at the LHC with 14 TeV and L = 30 fb −1 . For LFV signals including a τ lepton an efficiency reduction by 30% is expected [111] .
If two heavy neutrinos are light enough to be produced at the LHC, they will contribute to the dilepton LFV signature. For small mass differences this leads to interference effects and in the limit of degenerate heavy neutrinos, ∆M
→ 0, all lepton flavour violating signals will suffer a GIM-like suppression for unitary mixing. As a crucial difference to the radiative rare decays, the neutrinos with a short decay length are produced on-shell at the LHC. This leads to a decoherence of the right-handed neutrino oscillation, and the suppression is pro-
N . This follows from the well justified narrow width approximation of neutrino propagator [163] . Fig. 12 demonstrates this complementarity between collider and low-energy observables. It compares the sensitivity of µ − e LFV processes on the masses M W R and M N for maximal unitary mixing φ = π/4 between two right-handed neutrinos and a fixed 1% neutrino mass splitting (M N 2 − M N 1 )/M N = 10 −2 . This is shown in Fig. 12 (left) . The current limits on the rare processes considerably constrain the parameter space, with µ → eee providing the most stringent bound, due to the tree-level contribution from the doubly charged Higgs bosons shown in Fig. 9 . On the other hand, Fig. 12 (right) shows the dependence on the right-handed neutrino mixing angle and mass difference for a fixed LRSM mass spectrum. As discussed above, the LFV process rate at the LHC is independent of the neutrino mass splitting until it becomes comparable to or smaller than the heavy neutrino decay width at Γ N /M N ≈ 5 · 10 −8 . It is therefore possible to probe such tiny mass splittings at the LHC for mixing angles sin 2 (2φ) > ∼ 6 · 10 −2 in this scenario. On the other hand, the low energy processes exhibit the typical GIM-suppressed dependence ∝ sin 2 (2φ)(∆M . The above results demonstrate that under favourable conditions, LFV processes can be probed directly at the LHC, complementary to low-energy searches. Because the mediating particles are produced on-shell, the LHC has the potential to pin-point individual couplings. In the most optimistic scenario, all three neutrinos could be produced and if the mass differences are large enough, could be individually reconstructed and their coupling strengths measured. Although challenging, this could also include LFV signatures containing τ leptons with an efficiency hit of 30% [111] . Specifically, at the time of writing, it is still possible to measure large right-handed neutrino mixing strengths V N l = 0.1 − 1, but searches at the LHC are progressing fast and by the end of 2012 it should be clear if this is still a viable scenario.
V. SUMMARY
The observation of neutrino oscillations has confirmed the presence of flavour violating effects in leptons. Because of the extremely small neutrino masses and mass differences, generally understood to be originating from the breaking of lepton number at a high scale, the induced flavour violation in charged leptons is naturally suppressed to be unobservably small. This could be seen as another success of the Standard Model (incorporating light neutrino masses), as no charged lepton flavour violating processes have been observed so far, despite impressive experimental efforts pushing the sensitivity by currently excluding rates as low as 1 LFV event among 10 12 standard events.
On the other hand, many frameworks beyond the Standard Model predict new flavour violating sources inducing potentially large and experimentally excluded charged LFV process rates. This often leads to the formulation of a flavour problem in BSM frameworks, such as in supersymmetry, identifying the need for a mechanism to suppress large flavour violating operators. The incorporation of a weakly broken flavour symmetry among the fermion generations in order to suppress flavour changing interactions can in general provide such a mechanism. In this article we have reviewed the implications of models incorporating flavour symmetries on charged lepton flavour violating processes. The non-observation of processes such as µ → eγ already puts stringent constraints on models of new physics. If observed, they can provide crucial information to pinpoint the lepton mixing properties and help solve the flavour puzzle.
As examples of new physics frameworks we have focused on scenarios that incorporate a Seesaw mechanism to generate the light neutrino masses, either with or without supersymmetry and with right-handed neutrinos close to the GUT scale or the electroweak scale. In this regard, we would like to stress that there is a host of other BSM frameworks in which lepton flavour symmetries can be embedded, such as R-parity violating SUSY, Extra-dimensional models, Little Higgs models or models with additional light SU(2) Higgs doublets.
With the high sensitivity of searches for low energy LFV processes, such as µ → eγ and µ → e conversion in nuclei, they currently provide the most stringent constraints on new physics of lepton flavour violation. Flavour symmetries generally predict relative LFV rates in different flavour transitions, e.g. Br(µ → eγ) : Br(τ → µγ) : Br(τ → eγ), whereas the total rate is suppressed by the scale where new physics mediating the LFV effects enters. Because of the large difference in the experimental sensitivity between LFV decays of muons and taus, Br exp. limit (µ → eγ) : Br exp. limit (τ → ℓγ) ≈ 10 −4 , it is sometimes difficult to connect predictions of flavour symmetries with phenomenology. Observations at the LHC, and high energy colliders in general, can provide crucial information in two ways. Firstly, and most obviously, if new physics is observed at the LHC, the scale at which it enters can be fixed and correlated with the total rate of LFV processes. Secondly, if the actual LFV mediating particles can be produced, their couplings can potentially be probed in high detail, providing complementary information to low energy LFV observables that may help to pinpoint the fermion mixing structure and solve the flavour puzzle of physics.
